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The report presents results of a pulsing a-method [1] test for deter-
mination of the W E R system subcriticality. The pulsing a-method
permits to conduct measurements of systems subcriticality in conditions
of subcritical state and large neutron background. Therefore this method
can be used for the control of a subcriticality of storehouses of a burn up
nuclear fuel and stopped reactor.

The assumption about existence of an asymptotical flux of prompt
neutrons exponentially decreasing during time after excitation of
subcritical system by a short pulse of neutrons is used in the basis of a
pulsing a-method. Constant of exponential decrease of prompt neutrons
flux density during time (a) is determined in experiment, after operation
of neutrons pulsing source, according to the readings of neutron
chamber. Its value is unequivocally connected to an effective neutron
multiplication factor (K^) of a researched system through a time of
generation of prompt neutrons (A) and effective part of delayed neutrons

m

The subcriticality of a system is determined according to the
formula:

p . A

It is necessary to know parameter A / $<& for determination of
system subcriticality. Its value can be determined, if to measure
significance CLQ for a system condition with known subcriticality or from
neutronic computation. In general case the value A/pefr weakly depends
from a degree of a system subcriticality. The assumption about constancy
A/pcfr can result to a systematic error of subcriticality determination. It
is possible to use a combination of experimental and computational data:
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(3)

The equipment, consisting from standard pulsing neutron
generator, system of detecting and time selection of neutrons, computer
PC/AT was used in experiments. The system for measurement of
distribution in time of the neutrons account speed consisted of four
independent pulsing channels. The detectors of neutrons were fission
chambers KNT-31. The time analysis is organized by a block of selector
and block of buffer memory. The equipment provided choice of time
recession parameters of neutron flux: up to 1000 time intervals in width
2 ...2000 [is. Control of the neutron generator operation and process of
measurements is executed computer.

Earlier this equipment was used in several series for measurement
of subcriticality by the pulsing a-method in the RBMK critical facility.
Results of measurements for eight uranium-graphite systems with water
and without water in channels with fuel assembly, in a range of
subcriticality 0.65 ... .11.2 Peg- are submitted in table 1. The part of
submitted results is taken from work [2]. Results of subcriticality
measurements of six from these systems with use of an automated system
"Kentavr" by a method of conversion kinetics (MCK) [3] are indicated in
this table too. Total signal of more than sixty small-sized fission
chambers KNT-5, located enough uniformly on volume of assembly was
processed in an equipment "Kentavr". Such approach permits to remove
possible space effects at measurement of reactivity. Subcriticality of
systems N7 and 8 was measured according to algorithm MCK with the
help of reactimeter PIR-4, operating from summary signal of four
chambers KNT-56. Values A/Pcff were computed for systems N1...6,
using results of "Kentavr" and a-method. For the systems Nl and 6
these values were computed in addition according to MCNP4A code [4].
The average value A/peff= (0.110 ± 0.008)s was used for computation of
a subcriticality of an assemblies Nl-5 by a pulsing a-method. Value
A/pcff, determined from "Kentavr" results and a-method for the system
N6 with correction for a subcriticality degree according to the formula
(3), was used for the systems N7 and 8 without water in channels with
fuel assembly for determination of subcriticality by the pulsing a-
method. Thus dependence A / peff from a subcriticality, obtained for
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systems Nl-5 was used. Values of subcriticality obtained so by a pulsing
a-method are submitted in table 1. Their comparison with results of
a subcriticality measurement by a method of conversion kinetics gives
as a whole the satisfactory consent.

The experiments in the W E R critical facility were executed for
assembly from 18 fuel assemblies with a uranium dioxide with 3.6 %
enrichment and central ARK fuel assembly, which is an absorber with
shank from fuel 2.4 % enrichment For realization of measurements by a
pulsing a-method neutron tube and three chambers KNT-31 were placed
symmetric on a circle in dry pipes at an external surface of a core, at
height 40cm from its bottom border. The system was induced in a critical
condition (p = +0.056 |3cff ) at a critical level of moderator 112.2 cm.
Moderator was a solution of boron acid in a water with concentration of
acid 5.15 g / I .

The main measurements by a pulsing a-method were conducted in
two subcritical condition: the condition Nl - after insertion in a core of
two cadmium stripes; the condition N2 - at availability in a core of six
cadmium stripes. In first condition a subcriticality was measured in
addition by two reactimeters PIR-4. The value of subcriticality obtained
in this case was used for determination of value A/pefr. During set-up of
an equipment, trial measurements of an assembly subcriticality without
moderator were executed at availability in a core of two cadmium stripes
and displacement of a ARK fuel assembly on 7 cm downwards from a
regular position (condition N3).

Value A/p*Cff= (3.36±0.06)s was calculated using obtained for the
condition Nl experimental data on a subcriticality p = -{1.16±0.04)(3eff

and damping decrement of recession aj = -(643±7)s~l. Thus, if to accept
for researched assembly value (3eff s 0.0075 [5], an average time of
neutrons generation in this case equally = 2.5 • 10"5s, and subcriticality of
condition N2 has appeared equal to p = -(3.74±0.10){3Cff.

The trial experiments, executed without moderator in the condition
N3, has shown a basic opportunity of measurement of a prompt neutrons
density damping decrement and for such deeply subcritical system too.
It is necessary to know time of prompt neutrons generation in a "dry"
system for valuation of a subcriticality value in this case. The rough
valuation, if to use value A/(3cff, determined for the condition Nl, gives
value of a subcriticality = 300 (3cff (effective neutron multiplication factor
=0.3).

The obtained results permit to generalize about an opportunity of a
pulsing a-method use for determination of the W E R systems
subcriticality in various condition.
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Table 1. Measurement of subcriticality using method of conversion kinetic (MCK) and a-method in the RBMK critical facility

State

Water in FA/AA channels

CRs number in core

-P. Perr
MCK '

a-method

A/Peff, S
Exp

MCNP

1 2 3 4 5

yes/yes

10

0.65 (3)

0.53 (7)

13.9(5)

0.119(5)

0.099 (3)

13

1.50(6)

1.37(9)

21.5(5)

0.116(4)

16

2.50(10)

2.49 (12)

31.7(7)

0.110(4)

21

5.30 (25)

6.01 (24)

63.7(1.3)

0.099 (7)

28

11.2(5)

12.1 (9)

119(7)

0.103(7)

6 7 8

no/yes

9

1.27(6)

17.2(1)

0.132(4)

0,115(3)

6

1.3(1)*

1.63(11)

20.5 (3)

0.128(5)

10

3.5 (3)*

3.71 (15)

39.4 (2)

0.119(4)

- measurement using PIR with 4 chambers.

Table 2. Measurement of subcriticality in the VVER critical facility

State

Critical level of water (H3BO3 - 5.15 g/1), cm

CRs number in core

-p, Peff
PIR

a-method

A/PerrlO\s

Kttr

1 2

112

2

1.16(4)

-

643 (7)

6

-

3.74(10)

1410(13)

3.36(6)

0.9914(3) 0.9727 (3)

3

no

2

-

-300

- 1 0 5

-

-0.3


